Work Flow Process of Land Registration
Pre-Registration process
Applicant goes to the HALRIS Centre of concern Tehsil
/ Sub-Tehsil and collects a copy of ROR (Nakal) of
Land being purchased

Applicant goes to the HARIS Counter or authorised
deed writer and gives the detail of land to be purchased
Deed writer or HARIS computer operator compute the
stamp duty and ask for buying stamp paper

Purchaser goes to the treasury office with challan for
buying stamp paper amounting more than Rs. 10000.
Treasury Clerk enters the challan in register and returns
back two copy of challan to the purchaser. Purchaser
deposit the challan amount in the concern bank. Bank
clerk gives a stamp certificate to the purchaser. (Buyer
can purchased stamp paper from authorised stamp
vendor in case of stamp less than Rs.10000)

Registration process
With stamp paper buyer return to the Tehsil/Sub- office
and prepare the required deed like sale deed, gift deed
etc. from two way. (By Authorised deed writer or
HARIS Computer Operator through HARIS deed
writing tamplate)

Seller and buyer submit the complete document
to the registration clerk. Registration clerk verify
the document and give a computer generated
receipt (Token No.) to the party
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Registry clerk handover the document to the
Computer operator and computer operator enter the
requisite information in the HARIS software.

Computer operator captures the photo and thumb
impression through Bio-metric Device of both the
parties with witness and the computer and gives the
print of registry.

Both the parties will sign on the computer print of
the document as and where required and submit the
final document to the registration clerk counter

Registry Clerk will collect the required registration
/ Pasting fees from the applicant and give the
computer generated cash receipt to the applicant

Registry Clerk submit the document to the CRO for
Sign

The final copy of the document return
to the Token Counter where applicant
will received the final copy.

Concerned CRO will sign on the final document. Out
of 3 copies of registry 1st goes to buyer on the same
day 2nd goes to record and 3rd goes to patwari.

